
MATTERS LEGAL & OTHERWISE
Dear Sirs,

You did a great job with the article about
the Canadian Royal Commission, (October,
1959). I know the authorities deal a hard way-
to go, especially if they think there is a dollar
involved.

I used to live in St. Louis and the authorities
made the hot spots and occasionally had to be
bought off. Talk about the "low-down dirt"
that is created by the homos -oh boy-the
cops don't have any room at all to talk.

One thing for sure, homos don't go around
looking for females, so .they can leave another
poor innocent baby, like the most of the high
and mighty "straight ones" do.

Mr_ N.
---, Arkansas

Dear Sirs,
About four years ago at 2 a.m. I was

arrested in my apartment. Without the aid of
a search warrant my place was ransacked
and my room-mote was slapped around in an
effort to get a statement against me. As a
result of the "evidence" found I was booked
as a homosexual. Through a bondsman and
the arresting officer I made contact with a
lawyer, who by putting three thousand dol-
lars of my money into the right pockets got
me off.

A year ago I was arrested again, on the
complaint of a mother whose son figured in
the robbery of my apartment. Again, after
meeting the right lawyer and putting out two
thousand, I was put on probation. The police
returned my property, but the "poor son of a
broken home" didn't even get a reprimand.

Since I'm still paying back the money.
which I had to borrow from a very good
friend' I'm flat broke. As soon as I'm able I
promise you I will send a donation to you.

Mr. D.
Chic-ago, III.

Gentlemen,
Enclose an article from the New York News.

I assume things will be tough in New York
City for some time to come. All because of
police inability to control a certain element
which has gotten too far out of hand.

Mr. M.
Castleton-on-Hudson, N. Y.

Dear Friends,
Just a note to say I have enjoyed reading

The Keval. Spent a week in New York. Had a
wonderful time. What a cityl Have been going
there since '46, and every time is better than
the last.

Mr. B.
Detroit, Mich'.

Dear Mr. Pedersen,
I have been living in New York City for

twelve years and this present urgent situation
is the most drastic "witch-hunt" that I have
encountered. This is a local election year and
is, therefore, likely to bring on a heat wave
for us.

Last weekend was a nightmare in all
known gay spots. In one, the police came in
every half hour or so, and when they weren't
inside they were parked in front and' kept
flashing their spotlight inside the bar. I sup-
pose they received some kind of sadistic
pleasure from scaring everyone in the place.

I look forward to ONE Magazine as the
beacon that will eventually lead us out of the
darkness and into the light of recognition and
tolerance,

Mr. T.
New York, N. Y.

Dear Sir,
I can hardly think that the homesexual

population would want legislation and prose-
cution to accompany forced acceptance of
homosexuals in a community. If the indivi-
dual demonstrates by his life and' person that
he is worthy of acceptance in a community,
his personal sex life should not be given a
second thought.

Laws, I am sure, should be relaxed in
reference to penalties to the homosexual's
private life. This is overstepping the rights
that belong to legislative groups to interfere
with the private sex life of any citizen. When
laws restrict and govern the activities of
homosexuals on the basis of outmoded and
unrealistic puritanical religious viewpoints a
change is necessary.

Mr. S.
East Orange, N, J.

My dear ONES,
I am very, very proud that I am a homo-

sexual and when I see males in scant attire it
thrills me no end. For those who want a
description of me, I am five foot ten, weigh
one hundred and fifty-five pounds, and am
a terrific football and baseball fan, as well
as a homosexual. My homosexual ideals
started at the age of fourteen, and as years
passed I increased my gay activities, and
have never had one regret.

On the front page (October, 1959) the
heading said, Bring Your Own Bikini.
I bought two of them three weeks ago, the
Flaring Red Ones. So wishing all of you only
the very best of everything will bid a fond
and' loving good afternoon.

Mr. W.
Washington, D. C.
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EDiTORIAL
It was riot lightly that ONE'~ founder-s chose their name f'rom

Carlyle's line, "a mystic bond of brotherhood makes all men one;" FQr
while our short-term objectives are limited to. finding immediate ways
to. help the homosexual in the Intolerable conditions in which he is
likely to. find himself-that is, a program of individual social service
and reeducatiQn-Qur ultimate concer'n goes much deeper.

The pnobfem of homosexualfty must in the long run be fitted some-
hQWinto. a dynamic and holistic context which takes into. account the
aims and ideals" the progress and the fr-ustration of the whole human
society. Any approach to. homosexual problems which fails to. relate to.
the problems of humanity as, a whole is. doomed to. failure. It is ou r
devoutly shared belief that this comrnori interest of our-s is not a minur
Qr unrelated matter, a matter- of concer-n to. overt homosexuals alone,

This means several things to. us. It means that homosexuals have a
stake, both as citizens and specifically as homosexuals, in the broader
issues that face this country and the world. It means that, although otrr
focal interest here is homosexuality, yet because of that common bond
of brother-hood with all men, no. subject, no. human prOoblem,is for-eign
to.us. Though our individual approaches may differ, we each r-ecogrrize
our interest in the affairs of the whole wor-ld, the dunger-ous political
fr-ictions that threaten the wor-ld, the amhitions and dislQcatiQns and
stultifications, and the frightening pop'ulation explosion, the techno-
Iogical dilemma and the moral dilemma facing all mankind.

Weare immediately concerned with civil rights for homosexuals,
with mental health f'or homosexuals, with self respect and public accept-
ance for homosexuals, and with individual security in the right to. life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness for this latest minor-ity to. claim
these natural rights.

But ultimately we are concerned with investigating and helping to.
establish reasonable links between this minor-ity and society. WithQut
yet agreeing on .what the homoplrile's "place" may be, we feel that this
grQUpmust, for the better health of the social body, be granted certain
recognized roles fQr which it is by nature equipped-as has been the
case in many other societies.

This is not idle theory, Despite the reluctance of our' present society
even to.recognize the grQup existence of homosexuals, individual homo-
philes have lristoa-icallyseized important roles in the service of society.
They have exerted a cultural and Iristor-ic force far out of proporfion
to. their numbers, whether as soldiers or phtlosophers, as scientists or'
writers, as poltticians or dancers.

Weare hardly so. sanguine as to. be certain that we can achieve the
happy condition of social equality and acceptability easily, or SQOon,or'
at all, perhaps. But we are convinced that these goals can only be
reached as part of a larger view which considers the interest Qf society
as a whole, as well as the interest and desires of the individual homo-
sexual. We believe further that those others who. are concerned with
general wor-ld problems can never get them into. prQper perspective
while they still turn their backs on the pr-ohlems of the homosexual.

Lyn Pedersen, AssQciate Editor
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READERS 'If 1JIJ-iteJ-J

OR, "I JUST HAD TO WRITE"

Response to ONE's presentation of the "Pen Pal issue" in September
1959, was so immediate and vigorous that it became quickly apparent that
what the readers were writing on the subject had to be enjoyed by all, and
another in the series of "Readers on Writers" was in order.

Although both editors, Pedersen and Lambert, triggered a conflict, the
preponderance of opposition fell upon Lambert.

Despite the majority of wishes expressed in the next few pages ONE's
attorney still advises against a Pen Pal club under the auspices of our Or-
ganization at the present time.

* * *
"with ... 'object: matrimony' .. " Pedersen.

Messrs. L. H. and J. J. of New York write: After reading "I Want a Pen
Pal," one of the outstanding articles in the September issue of ONE, I just
had to write.

Some years ago while in high school, my English class entered the stu-
dents' names, addresses, hobbies, etc. in a Pen Pal Club magazine. My pal
was a boy my age in Illinois; I was from Atlanta. After corresponding for
a year or more we felt we knew each other personally. I had not been
brought out but felt I knew something of the gay set. Finally, after learn-
ing more, I sensed something in his letters: it was gradually revealed we
were "brothers."

After graduation and many conversations via telephone, we decided to
meet in Chicago and try a life of our own. We met, got jobs and found
each other "nice to come home to"; that was five years ago. Since then,
we have moved to New York, taken courses at a university, have jobs with
a future, a beautiful apartment, and are very much attached to each other.
We have our fights, but things always work out. Please wish us much luck
and many more happy years together.

"the personality expressed in letters is generally more honest, and certainly
more lasting." Pedersen.

Mr. D. N. of Indianapolis writes: I am against the idea of Pen Pals. Long
distance love is never very satisfactory. Personal contacts are much more
to be desired. A smile, ripple of laughter, a rambling conversation can
never be captured in the abstraction of pen and paper. Also the written
word can paint a glowing picture that can be later disappointing. I am
against the idea-for myself .
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"They pant to enter into correspondence about the arts, literature, music
and the ballet. Or so they say." Lambert.

Mr. Edward Denison of Texas writes: I quite enjoyed your complementary
pieces. Lambert has been hiding his talent for caricature from the readers
of ONE; no, of course ONE can't risk running a Pen Pal service. But I suspect
Pedersen is right in believing that some such correspondence does some-
times produce good results of a kind-more good than bad. Someday ONE
may be able to run such a service. Now your first duty would seem to be to
keep the magazine free from legal entanglements.

About sixteen years ago when I was very young, very neurotic and very
isolated, I entered an ad for correspondence in The Saturday Review. The
response was gratifying-I was constantly writing letters to people all
over the country. Gradually-or in some cases quickly-we wrote ourselves
out; and not one romance came of it, directly or indirectly. (I still regret
having broken off correspondence with a California artist who was quite
... from all -cnqles.) But like Pedersen, I can say that the correspondence
had some positive value, for myself at least. I got a lucid view of what went
on in the minds of other gay people. At that time I knew I was gay but my
experience had not included any acquaintances with other gay people. By
the time I went to New York and met gay people, I was somewhat pre-
pared for the experience. .

A last remark: I agree with Lambert it's no use complaining about con-
ditions that can't be helped, but it's a pity that too many gay people lack
the force, the urge, the intellectual grasp to want to change conditions
which are to them oppressive; I include myself among the "too many."

"Our long, zestful letters ranged over our common religious interest to
more personal things." Pedersen.

Mr. Wm. C. B. of Indiana writes: I am surprised that William Lambert
has not sent me his measurements, or doesn't 'he have a tape?

" 'Please send me, airmail-special delivery, the name and address of that
gorgeous blond in Norway ... .' " Lambert.

Mr. K. W. of Oregon writes: I have been reading your magazine ONE
and I was just wondering if I could have a Pen Pal? I never told anyone
else about this but I am telling you. Ever since I was in the first grade twelve
years ago I have had a feeling of love toward my own sex and now I am
nineteen years old and it is getting worse. I know that I am a homosexual
and I have very few friends. I do most everything to attract men toward
me-by bleaching my hair and putting on eye makeup. I have been read-
ing ONE for a long time now and have read about this Pen Pal business
and I am interested in it very much.

Please help me and send me one. My parents don't know as I've been
keeping this to myself. I'm in love with my own sex and I need a friend
that has the same trouble as me. Please believe every word I have written
and do something. I like strong, husky, good-Iookihg men. Please send me
one to write to please.
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"Does the homosexual have to repeat all the mistakes the heterosexuals
have made?" Lambert.

Mr. R. S. W. of Washington writes: The debate between Lyn Pedersen and
Wm. Lambert is most interesting. Both have some very good points though
Mr. Lumbert, I believe, has much the better of the argument. ONE is by no
means "half a loaf." Nothing should be done to jeopardize it. "Lonely
hearts clubs" have not worked well in heterosexual society and as Mr.
Lambert has so ably pointed out, the chances are a hundred to one against
it working in the homphile group.

Mr. E. R. H. of California writes: They have clubs for the so-called
normal? Why not us?

"Paul, who is fifty-three, had been corresponding with. Gerald, who is
twenty-three ... ." Lambert. '

Mr. 1. W. of Brooklyn writes: I can go along with Bill Lambert's article
"Sick, Sick, Sick" except for one false note which he allows to slip into an

otherwise pertinent discussion, He asks: "Do I quite absurdly want only
those twenty years younger than myself?" Surely, Mr, Lambert, you know
enough about the gay life to appreciate the fact that this desire is anything
but absurd. I am over forty and have many friends, all in their twenties.
This as you surely must know, is often the case if not exactly the rule.

I am sure you also know that many young gay people actually prefer
mature men and seek them out as companions. I know this first hand from
a number of happy experiences. I do not seek out the so-called Greek gods
as I am interested in the intellectual side of life as well as sex.

Some young men think older men are fools, but older men know that
some young men are fools. While the older homosexual has hope there is
life; do not take this hope from him, for if you do, what does he have left?
It is well to discourage the idea of Pen Pals, but please do not discourage
some homosexual in his late thirties or forties from looking for a younger
mate-you may only succeed in making two men unhappy, because the
younger man seeking an older companion may also be influenced by your
words. The Greek culture tells us much of the ideal young-man-older-man
relationship and the many advantages involved; the guidance from the
older friend, the balance between experience and youth, the mutual need
one for the other, the age-old desire of youth craving older companion-
ship ....

The urge for a younger companion is almost basic to the gay life-just
as the reverse is true in some cases. This explains why there are so many
such unions. Most of them are well-adjusted and permanent according to
our standards and it is an insult to suggest that they are "Sick, Sick, Sick."
'Their only crime is being Gay, Gay Gay! If the desire for youth makes me
sick then forget about calling the doctor for I never want to be cured of my
illness.
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" ... simply for the exchange of letters. " Pedersen.

Mr. N. R. of Delaware writes: Read your pro and con debate on Pen Pal
clubs, and even though I have met one filthy-writing character, the others
whom I have been writing are of the higher type of individual. One is an
accountant, another an artist, another a teacher. There have been some
others which did not expand to great letter-writing affairs, but the one-time
correspondence with them was a pleasant experience.

But I can say that both points of view have considerable merit and certainly
will or should give reason for some deep and soul-searching scrutinization-
ferreting out the motives and intents we each ostrich-like seem not to want
to uncover.

"The man who is a natural sucker for hustlers can expect trouble whether
by mail, in bars or church, or on the street." Pedersen.

Miss J. W. of Brooklyn writes: So we all want a Pen Pal. You've finally
uncovered our most secret longing. (Most of us are tired of sending away
for free samples-now we want a Pen PaL)

Seriously, I think we should have our Pen Pals, and that you should
provide them for us. I read both articles carefully. I reolly wanted to know
what was what, so I read every word, and I must say that I am in favor of
Mr. Pedersen's approach much more than Mr. Lambert's. Why not a Pen Pal
club? Mr. Lambert says that dire results will come from having Pen Pals;
well listen, dire results come from any situation that is not handled properly.
If gay folk want to go out and have things happen to them, they can do so

.very easily-not only with Pen Pars. If what ,Bill Lambert writes is true, then
we should close down all gay bars and all means of one homosexual meeting
another. We should live in a sealed, isolated world-simply because one
guy might possibly beat up on another or stec! his precious treasures.

The Countess of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania writes: The exampfes given in
"Sick, Sick, Sick" by Wm. Lambert could happen anytime and anyplace
where a gay guy meets what he thinks will be an interesting night with a
new friend. It has happened to me a few times and I even lost my job in
Washington, D.C. because of a co-worker's statement that I was gay. But
as for myself, I don't care who knows I'm gay for, if I must, I just move and
start over again. Even though one is hurt inside by these things, you get
over it.

Mr. L. S. of New York writes: Why not a Pen Pal club? I think it's a wonder-
ful idea. And don't limit it to just boys meet boys, girls meet girls, but let
any person meet who they want.

I for one never have trouble meeting people. I go in a bar or party and
see someone I'd like to meet and I start talking. It's a nice way to get people
out of their shells. I can go in a bar and see someone sitting at the bar, or
standing off from the bar, looking like he lost his last friend. That's my
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conquest for the night. If nothing physical comes out of it, then it's quite all
right with me.

Mr. Lambert must have had some rather unpleasant experiences to be so
bitter. Why take it out on Pen Pal clubs just because he doesn't trust anyone.
So once in a while someone gets burned-it happens anywhere in the world
and all the time an over the world.

It amazes me how Mr. Lambert thinks so evil of the gay boys and their
habits. 'But if you don't have a way for homosexuals to meet one another,
how do you expect this homosexual society to become of age. You have a
few societies around the country but if you had a Pen Pal club you'd have
many men and women scattered all over the world and not in just a few
big cities. It seems like a damn good idea to me, and I'm all for it.

"What better place for such ads than in ONE ... ?" Pedersen.

Mr. B. C. of New Jersey writes: I was quite impressed with Wm. Lambert's
three case histories. But I wonder whether the Millards and the Svens of this
world might not be just as likely to have similar experiences even if they
never wrote to a Pen Pal. The introduction to the article said that your
attorney had advised against "putting one reader in touch with another."
Would the same reasons lead him to advise against putting one member in
touch with another? It seems to me there ought to be a difference. The article
also reminded me of the Bill Lawless ad in the Mr;y issue, and I wondered
whether running that ad was consistent with your Pen Pal policy? Would
you run an ad for me proclaiming my interest in collecting unusual bridge

. hands? If so, what would it cost?

"One and all their motives are not letter-writing, but sex." Lambert.

Mr. E. B. of Paris writes: What is Wm. Lambert trying to do-frighten us?
Personally I don't take such a pessimistic view of things. Actually I don't
suppose I should ever have recourse to letter-writing for the mere purpose
of sex satisfaction. There are plenty of other ways of finding that. But then,
I live in a big town which makes things easier. What of the poor devil who
lives in the country? Is he to remain isolated all his life?

I have often made use of the service provided by European homophile
organizations, but more in view of finding correspondents in foreign countries
to learn their ways of life, and if ever a meeting has been arranged, sex
seldom ensued.

In France we are privileged compared to you since relations between two
consenting adults is not against the law providing it takes place in private
and no violence is involved. Hence the situation cannot give rise to blackmail.

" ... it is better to be sick than sorry." Lambert.

Mr. P. E. of California writes: Regarding the 'Pen Pal' issue, thank you, Mr.
Pedersen and shame on you, Mr. Lambert.

I can certainly understand an argument against the advisability of your
magazine getting involved in a 'Pen Pal' club activity; but I certainly can
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see no reason why such argument should be presented in such a manner-
fear psychosis propaganda, glib insult, specious reasoning, condescension,
and paternalistic patronizing. Really, sirs! Fie upon it! And appearing under
the Carlyle of your masthead to boot! For shame!

And I certainly do not think that this by any means presented the real
argument against such an activity. Why not be honest, Mr. Lambert, it might
not be 'politic' or good business! And that is your primary interest, is it not?
All claims to a 'social consciousness' to the contrary!

But let's to 'speciflcs'-is a 'Pen Pal' club less desirable socially-more
reprehensible, danqerous-than our present 'social centres', the bar-the
park-the public latrine?

Sick, indeed!-but who?
I write many letters to many people. I'm even writing this one now to you

and your magazine. So, I'm sick. Thank you very much, dear doctor. But I'm
a lot sicker for having read that article-that anyone could be so completely
lacking in even the smallest content of common charity!

But once again, thank you Mr. Pedersen, for reasonableness; and, more
important, for being humane.

Gentlemen, I do not give a damn whether you start a 'Pen Pal' club or
not-or anything else for that matter-but in future please show a little
decency and resist slandering others who are not as fortunate as yourselves. '
Keep such personal arrogance to yourselves. In print you are responsible to
the public you serve, 'sick' or well.

"It is about time that the whole Pen Pal questicn be faced honestly and
bluntly." Lambert.

Messrs. H. H. and J. K. of California write: We're sure all the charter readers
of ONE, like ourselves, have wept and bled and/or shuddered over the
"pen-pal" dilemma as its multi-colored gamut has unfolded in the corres-
pondence columns over the years. Ever since the beginnings of the original
Mattachine ferment, it has been the opinion of many of us that the Homophile
Minority is responsible not only to, but for, its own. We suggest that Lyn
Pedersen and Wm. Lambert are both right-in those areas of each which
don't controvert one another; areas which-precisely because they don't
controvert one another-significantly appear not to have been basically
evaluated or developed by either correspondent. If Messrs. Pedersen and
Lambert would scratch their heads in concert, they would both recall that
the backbone members of the quoted Committees of Correspondence were
illiterates who were primarily men of action and derring-do ... without
whose efforts in the ensuing Committees of Public Safety neither the Declara-
tion of Independence, nor the Constitution itself, would have been possible.

The issues, as we see it, are neither so simple as Lyn Pedersen's encourag-
ing idylls and pastorales, nor so melancholy as Bill Lambert's woeful win-
nowings of witches/or baleful bounty of bogeys. To be sure, the bagful of
PEN-PAL ads displayed in the Sept. '59 CONFI makes for a salacious first
reading-revealing themselves as disturbingly (almost frighteningly) prurient
only upon second thought. But, by and large, we feel the Pen-Pal pleas re-
ceived by ONE are somewhat of a cut above the come-ons to lure leather-
britched trade, complete with whips and chains. Bill Lambert's impatient slur
-a la "if the town is too small, or the family too nosey, so get-the-hell out,"
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is too painfully reminiscent of the anti-union taunt, so smugly widespread
in the days before the Wagner Act-"so if ya don't like the working
conditions or the pay-go work someplace else. Nobody's stopping yo!"
This was no answer to the Coal Miners, or to men with family responsibilities
whose roots went deep in a given region-even as its opposite is no answer
to a large plurality of the currently unorganized members of the Homophile
Minority.

How can we not recognize this-when we presume to otherwise conceive
. ourselves as socially-minded or compassionate? We, as keepers of our
socially or geographical'ly shut-in brothers seeking Pedersen's Daniels and
winning Lambert's Dinos-hardly are absolved of responsibility by retorting
"sick, SICK, SICK!" We have published too much in our own beloved ONE
Magazine to longer blind ourselves to the reality that the sickness which
produces the Dinos and the Jims and the Geralds-which emotionally
dislocates the Svens and Millards and Pauls-is that same hysteria-and-
pressure-producing Civic hypocrisy which exhibits and nourishes the mori-
bund penal codes and parasitic police-statism under which the entire Minority
variously languishes-be it here or Canada or Australia.

We believe that, beneath the surface of a comfortable plurality of the
Homophile Pen-Pal pleas, lurks a healthy and constructive (even if but dimly
perceived) desire for some measure of social identity and social responsibility.
We believe Pen-Palism should be seen as a symptom rather than as a crux
of the shut-in's need. We feel, therefore, that the responsible issue lies rather
in bringing the horse and the trough within scenting distance of each other.
Whether he drinks (or whether it is drunk from) or not is quite another
matter entirely. We suggest that, in the cold realiy of the present social
climate, the sesame lies neither in the condoning of Pen-Palism nor in the
negation of it. '

We suggest that ONE, proceeding also on the perception of it as a symptom
rather than as a crisis, resolve the symptom as a means-to-a-socially-produc-
tive-end rather than as a controversial end-in-itself to be heatedly yea-ed or
nayed.

"Meeting compatible people, whether for life-partnership, for friendship,
or mere sex, is one of the hardest problems for some homosexuals." Pedersen.

Mr. F. H. J. of Texas writes: Please do institute a Pen Pals club!

DER KREIS/LE CERCLE

Monthly magazine in German, a few pages in French, also
in English. Liberally illustrated with photographs and draw-
ings. Articles, stories, poetry. Oldest of homophile publi-
cations. $11, first class. 1953-57 volumes available at $8.

Postbox 547, Fraumunster, Zurich 22, Switzerland.
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A rare bird among rare birds, the

white peacock became for Charles
Griffes the symbol of his own doubly
unique position as an American com-
poser and as a homosexual in Amer-
ica. In those early decades of the
twentieth century, not only was the
position of the homosexual unrecog-
nized and unaccepted in the United
States, that of the American composer
was almost equally so. Against these
odds, Charles Tomlinson Griffes
fought valiantly the short battle of
his life, leaving behind him not only a
handful of music masterpieces that
rank among America's finest, but also
the record of a purposeful and coura-
geous life.

Young Gharles was early aware of
his difference from other boys. His
love for music was at first a separating
factor, cutting him off from those he
longed to be with. Victim of that mon-
strous lie that music, the most mascu-
line of the arts, was a thing for girls,
he was forced to learn piano at a
women's school in Elmira. His rapid
progress and outstanding skill at the
piano, however, soon became a source
of contact with boys and men. At the
Y. M. C. A. he was invited to perform,
and soon was accompanying group

The White Peacock

by pierre foreau

"Artistic experience lies so incredibly close to tha: of sex, to
its pain and desire, that the two manifestations are indeed
but different forms of the same yearning and delight." Rilke

The essence of the male is in the sailor.
Watch them when they land from any sea,
In carefree crews-so jauntily, carelessly sovereign,
Hands stuck in pockets, lordly heads together,
They plot the conquest of all bars and chippies-
Then later sleep, and know the world grins, winking.

And I? I stand there dumb, and hear inside me
Voices raging 'gainst the fact that caused
My residence in weaker woman's body
While man lives in my head and heart and spirit.
Perpetual warfare razes all my castles
And tears my soul asunder, 'til I die.

Jacqueline Lawson
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singing, playing for choruses and
visiting soloists. So great was his
need to be with boys, that though his
home contained two pianos, he chose
to practice on a public instrument at
the Y, and his favorite hour was the
time when players were coming and
going from their games. Here the one
who could not compete with his own
sex in other fields, could win their
admiration for his excellence in mu-
SIC.

Whether an experience with an
older man at this stage brought en-
lightenment or only further mystifica-
tion to the bewildered boy is uncer-
tain. There was no one to whom he
could turn even for normal guidance
in those days of sex-taboo, and
Charles realized that his was a spec-
ial case. A quality of uncertainty
about the boy conveyed itself to some
of his elders, though they were power-
less to help him. Where music was
concerned, however, Charles carried
the day with aplomb and confidence,

Another convention of the Ameri-
can music world of that day turned
out to be a blessing for the young
fledgling artist. European training was
considered absolutely essential for the
American musician. Thus it came
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about that, at the age of nineteen,
Charles Criffes was sent to Germany.
Here in the land of Beethoven, Bach
and Brahms, the young American
found himself, not only as a musician,
but also as a person. For Germany
was not only the land of the three B's
but also the home of Kraaft-Ebing,
of [reundschait, and of a young man
named Konrad.

The shy dark-haired American boy
was much impressed when the blond
young German began taking him to
concerts. Suave and sophisticated, the
older man, a student of engineering,
became Charles' guide to German
culture and language. Konrad bought
expensive symphony scores for
Charles, and they followed the music
at concerts, heads bent together, hands
touching on the pages. Charles' ad-
miration slowly grew into something
deeper, and their friendship became
the most important thing in his life,
after music. Now at last the veil was
lifted from the mysteries of love and
sex.

Like many a homosexual, Charles
Griffes was later to look back on those
years of his first love as the happiest
of his life. With Konrad, he rode the
trolley to the Gruenewald in the long
German twilights, together they went
to the circus, rode in that new inven-
tion, the taxicab. When Charles'
father died in Elmira, Konrad was
sympathetic; and the death of Kon-
rad's mother in Berlin drew the youths
closer together. Charles' support from
home was cut off, and Konrad was
able to tide the young American over,
and established him with paying
pupils. No doubt it was with Konrad
that Charles Griffes first saw and
photographed, in the Berlin zoo, that
rare bird, the white peacock. Konrad
it was who convinced the young Amer-
ican that he should become, not a per-
forming artist, but a creator, a com-
poser. In return for Konrad's many
gifts, Charles dedicated his first big

work, "to my only Friend, this, the
child of our Love."

All too soon the halcyon days came
to an end. Charles returned to Amer-
ica in 1904, warm with memories of
Konrad and Germany. Meanwhile
the German turned to other proteges,
and to the matter of a family. When
Konrad's first son was born, he was
named after Charles, who returned to
Berlin for the christening. Though
love waned with time, and Charles
came to find Konrad's photo no longer
exciting, the experience gained in Ger-
many was all to the good. Griffes be-
gan a lifelong study of homosexual
problems, and ruled his life with
stern discipline according as his un-
derstanding grew. No longer the un-
certain boy, the twenty-three year old
man now had no trouble in passing in
a world of normal people.

After the fat years, came the lean.
Griffes' first fateful step on returning
to America was to take a position
teaching music in a boys prep school
outside New York. He told himself it
was temporary, a means of maintain-
ing himself until established as a com-
poser, little dreaming that the short
fifteen years of life remaining to him
were to be spent at Hackley School.
If he had anticipated pleasure in his
new work, he was soon disillusioned.
Only a handful of indifferent pupils
studied piano, and Charles' boredom
grew with each year. He was popular
with the boys, however, and the Sun-
day evening musicals when he played
informally in his studio were high-
lights of the week.

If, in the all-male world of prep
school, Charles had looked forward to
other experiences like those with Kon-
rad, here too he was to be disap-
pointed. One or two friendships rip-
ened and outlasted school days; but
even these were often more painful
than pleasant. Hikes and trips to the
city with a special student of his
choice were marred by the desire to

give and receive so much more than
was possible.

Most discouraging of all was the
struggle for recognition as a composer.
Between lessons and playing for
chapel, Charles found time to turn
out art songs and piano pieces, to re-
write and polish them into jewels of
writing: Among the poetry of William
Sharp he found a verse about The
White Peacock, which inspired one of
his finest pieces, and was matched
with other poems to make a set of
Roman Sketches. Poems by Fiona
McCleod inspired songs, and Griffes
was delighted to discover that this
hditious lady was actually the same
curious Irish poet, under a nomme
de plume. Oriental subjects intrigued
the composer, and he set Chinese and
Japanese poems, and added the study
of Chinese to his list of languages.
From small pieces he went on to or-
chestra works, producing a Poem for
Flute and Orchestra, and his most
popular piece, "The Pleasure Dome of
Kublai Khan," after Coleridge.

It was one thing to compose, an-
other to get his work published and
performed. Gradually both things
were accomplished, but royalties on
music sales came to only a pittance
each year; and though recognition
gradually came with ever increasing
performance, no money came with it.
Critical acclaim was slowly won, and
in the last year before his death, per-
formances of all his works were heard
from coast to coast in avant garde
circles and concert halls. The White
Peacock was danced by a Japanese
dancer, and Ito became a firm friend
of the composer, taking him along on
his tours. Friends made in the world
of music and the theatre in New York
brightened the dreary days of music-
copying and the endless round of
visits to publishers and performers.

One day Charles turned up at a
friend's with a patch over one eye, ex-
hausted with hours of music copying.
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As the year 1919 drew to a close his
friends were shocked at his unhealthy
look: In December he took to his bed
with pneumonia, never to leave it.
After three painful months he died on
Easter Monday, 1920. Like Mozart,
who died of neglect and poverty in a
Vienna that rang with his music,
Charles Griffes died on the threshold
of fame, worn out with the bitter battle
for existence.

It is a joy to record the fact that
Griffes' last years were brightened
with a rewarding, if odd, friendship.
On one of his nocturnal visits to the
city, Charles, in his loneliness, struck
up an acquaintance with a policeman.
Soon Dan and Charles were boon com-
panions. The officer proudly intro-
duced his musician friend to his fam-
ily, showed him around his beat,
treated him to beer and coffee at all-
night bistros. Charles on his part
idealized the policeman, discussed
philosophy and art with him, took
him to concerts. When Charles oc-
cupied a friend's apartment in the city
one summer, Dan came in, after his
rounds, for snacks. Together they
rode to the end of the car lines and
back, Charles dreaming of the Gruene-
wald and Konrad.

It was to Dan that Griffes turned in
the emotional crises that punctuated
the years, when, like the older com-
poser, Tchaikowsky, he was plunged
into "sensation Z." Repression and
sublimation in the lives of such pas-
sionate artists as these are but fictions
dreamed up by respectable biograph-
ers for proper readers. Griffes' bio-
grapher~' is far more discerning.
"When tortured so that neither music
nor literature nor anything in nature
or art would serve to deliver him,
then, 'After all, that is the most power-
ful remedy,' Griffes wrote."

*Maisel, Edward R., Charles T. Grilles,
The Lile of an American Composer, New
York; Alfred A. Knopf, 1943.
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The EDUCATION DIVISION of ONiE, INC., Presents Its
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SIXTH MIDWINTER INSTITUTE
EIGHTH ANNUAL B~;ln~,,;;~;~ING of ONE, INC.

Theme: "THE HOMOSEXUAL IN THE COMMUNITY"

to be held at ONE's Offices (entrance, 233 S. Broadway) and at the NEW HOTEL CLARK, in downtown Los Angeles
January 28-31, 1960

PROGRAM

THURSDAY
Final Class in Sociology of Homosexuality, HS 200; Topic:

"Homosexuality and Overpopulation." Visitors Welcome.
Fee, $1.

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS: Groups meeting concurrently.
A. Regulated Homophile Mating: Key to Social Approval?
B. Coming to Terms With Current Social Values.
C. Is There a Place for Homophiles in Community Life?

Roundtable Summary, with Dr. Hooker, Mr. Legg and chair-
men of the three roundtables.

Cocktail Hour (drinks not included in admission price).
ANNUAL BANQUET.
Introductions and Announcements.
Address: Dr. Eason Monroe, executive director, American Civil

Liberties Union of Southern California.
Poetry readings.
A group of gay folk songs sung by Lisa Ben.

SUNDAY

FRIDAY
MEMBERS' DAY. Open House to Friends of ONE. No fee.
Slides and Tapes: Activities of Homophile Organizations.
Luncheon ("Dutch Treat").
Orientation Workshop on Local Problems, for benefit of out-of-

town Members.
ONE's 1960 Annual Business Meeting.
Reception for Members and Guests.

SATURDAY
1960 MIDWINTER INSTITUTE

Registrati on.
Welcome: James Kepner, Jr., Chairman of ONE, Inc.
PANEL DISCUSSION: "The Homosexual in the Community."
Rev. Stephen H. Fritchman, First Unitarian Church, Los Angeles.
Dr. Zoltan Gross, Ph.D., Psychologist, Beverly Hills.
David Miller, M.A., Teacher, San Francisco.
Charles Rowland, Personnel Manager, Los Angeles.
Moderator: Miss Helen Sanders, former president, Daughters

of Bilitis.
LUNCHEON.
Introductions.
Address: Eric Julber, ONE's Attorney: "Community Standards

and ONE Magazine's Editorial Policies."
Paper: "Normative Factors and Cultural Determinants in the

Dynamics of Homosexual Pairing," W. Dorr Legg, Director,
ONE Institute.

Research Paper: "Value Conflicts and Value Congruence of a
Homosexual Group in Heterosexual Society," Evelyn Hooker,
Ph.D., Dept. of Psychology, U.C.L.A.

5:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

~

11:00 a.m. MEET DR. BAKER.
2:45 p.m. GAME OF FOOLS: American Premiere Performance of James

Barr Fugate's hardhitting play about four homosexuals in
a trap. Fourth Annual Presentation of the Drama Depart-
ment of ONE INSTITUTE.

PRICES
$11.50 for Entire Saturday Program (including luncheon

and Banquet) and Play.
Reduced Rate for Couples: $10 per person.
Special Rates for Members: (See January Confi.].
Prices for Individual Sessions:

Saturday Registration . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2.50
Saturday Luncheon 2.75
Banquet 6.00
Game of Fools . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.40

Dr. Baker session: $2.50 (separate from rest of program)
Thursday and Friday Sessions will be held at ONE's Offices.

Saturday Sessions will be held at the NEW HOTEL CLARK, 426 S. Hill Street.
Place for Sunday Sessions and Receptions to be announced.

ADVANCE REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED
Address all mail to: ONE, Inc., 232 South Hill Street, Los Angeles 12, Calif.
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tangents
news & views

1959 has been a clamorous year
for the Vigilantes of the Dirty Mind.
Led by that intrepid, filth-hunting
crusader from the GOPorkbarrel,
Arthur Summerfield, who received
the Post Office Dept. as a reward for
services in lke's 1952 campaign, the
censors have been swarming out of
every cranny and borough in the
country. "Tighten up the laws on
filth!" they shrill. "Protect our
children!" And if they think tighter
laws won't do the job, they are
quite willing to raid or intimidate
newsdealers. Their hysterical moral-
izing almost rivals the lunatic vigor
of the late Jr. Senator from Wiscon-
sin, now departed to happier witch-
hunting grounds.

The nation's courts, all thru 1959,
have been consistently clipping the
censor's claws. In retaliation, the
Postmaster and friends, plus a few
topcops like Salt Lake's Skoussen,
have been trying to galvanize the
nation's lady's clubs into a army of
anti-freedom fighters, hoping to
twist a few legislative tails. They've
made speeches galore, blaming
everything from juvenile delinquen-
cy to Russ space superiority on ob-
scene literature supposedly flooding
into every 2-yr.-old's mailbox. For
the impressionable ladies, they've
arranged special obscene and
shocking showings of materials il-
legally seized from the mails. Dunno
if these showings were really as
nasty as the PM says, but the ghast-
ly countenances some shocked club-

•

by dal mcintire

women turned on for press fotogs
were pretty fierce. When such ma-
terials, stripped of any possible
reasonable or artistic context (of
which the courts have ruled the PM
to be no competent judge), are de-
liberately shown for the sole pur-
pose of offending women who are
acting in no official capacity, then
the arrangers of such a show are
guilty of a felony and should be so
prosecuted. If Postmasters, gover-
nors and police chiefs openly dis-
play their contempt for our courts
and laws, can ordinary citizens be
expected to respect them?

OTHER VOICES
1959's next biggest issue, and

probably the problem of the century,
has been that matter of birth control
and world population explosion.

Medical experts, social workers,
demographers and administrators
from 27 nations met last spring in
New Delhi to point out the danger
for countries, already unable to
support their populations, and now
doubling their numbers every few
decades. It took hundreds of cen-
turies to reach a billion people on
earth, less than one century to
double that, and by the end of this
century, there will likely be 6,000,-
000,000 people on earth, with the
rate of growth just getting started.

Men have always averaged
enough offspring to have doubled
their numbers every generation, had
not high infant mortality rates acted
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as a brake. Suddenly, in the last
two generations, the-foolhardy tho
heroic victories of medical science
have thrown away the brake, and
opened a Pandora's Box with new
horrors we have only begun to ap-
prehend.

In October, the august World
Council of Churches (with Eastern
Orthodoxy dissenting) published a
report wh ich somewhat approved
contraceptives, denied that un!imit-
ed rutting was a Christian virtue,
and warned of disaster if popula-
tion growth went unchecked.

Catholic spokesmen called the
whole issue a fake, called child-
bearing a sacred duty, assured the
world God would provide for extra
millions of hungry mouths. The State
Dept. said world food production
had increased ahead of population
in 1952-57. But food production is
only a minor headache.

Others said the advances of
medical science are insanely pre-
serving a far greater proportion of
inheritable defects and diseases,
and called for selective breeding.
"We do that much even for pigs."

In December, Episcopal Bishop
James Pike dropped the hot potato
into the laps of presidential hope-
fuls. John Kennedy, prettyboy Ro-
man Catholic, promptly burned his
fingers on it. Ike and Truman both
said it wasn't a rear political issue.
How wrong they are! This is prob-
ably the most serious political issue
facing mankind, not excluding the
hot clash of national ideologies.

Anyhow, bug expert Harrold
Jones of Memphis sez we're losing
the race to the insects, and Arthur C.
Clarke in Harper's suggested en-
couraging more homosexuality.

'Ii

SURVEY
There was Johnny Ray, who

fainted, then broke down and cried,
when an all-woman jury found him

"not guilty" of soliciting a Detroit
vice-cop ....

There was Mrs. Ralph Heidal,
whose recent Miami marriage be-
came national news. Seems she
used to be Charles McLeod, one of
those Army privates who made the
Denmark circuit ....

There was erstwhile Georgian
prince, David Mdivani, last of the
"marrying Mdivanis" who filed a
million dollar suit in Tucson charg-
ing another woman with alienat-
ing the affections of his oil-rich
wife ....

There was the Tucson man who
paid $25,000 to a fake cop and 2
accomplices who "arrested" him in
L.A.'s Pershing Square tearoom ...

There was Chicago socialite Mrs.
Virginia Dore, who died in Genoa
City, Wise., leaving a fortune to a
young cooed whom she'd lavishly
sponsored in school. Mrs. Dore's
mother (who'd been arguing with
her) revealed letters expressing
deep affection which her daughter
had exchanged with the cooed, who,
like another long-time woman
friend to whom Mrs. Dore left a
large sum of money, had worked at
the fancy eating resort operated by
Mrs. Dore .. "

There was Dewin Ray Dockery,
29, who'd been quiet thru most of -
his Montgomery, Ala., trial for mur-
der of aircraft worker Willie Heath-
erly, 28, whom he'd met in a Birm-
ingham bar. Speaking almost apol-
ogetically in his own defense, Dock-
ery said he hit Heatherly with a
brick after the latter made homo-
sexual advances. Heatherly's body
was found Aug. 9, 58, in a thicket,
with a belt knotted about the neck.
Dockery, who's since "become a
Christian," apologized for offending
the dead man's family (including
the sheriff of Cullman county) by
such a charge, produced a fellow
inmate of Kilby to testify he'd had
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sex with Heatherly ....
There was James Jerome Seitz,

nabbed in Miami for the murder of
local exec. Chelcie Tidd, Jr., whose
body was found floating in his
suburban home's swimming pool.
Police said Seitz, a handsome,
slender blond drifter with 17 ar-
rests, made a living rolling homo-
sexuals. Seitz, with much jivejargon,
claimed Tidd had approached him
on the street, offered to help him
find a job, took him to the house,
then made improper advances-
which Jimmyboy naturally didn't
like, so he stabbed the man. After
all, "it was him or me." Maybe he'll
qet off. Justice in Miami has been
known to wink at murderers who
call their victims homosexuals ....

There was the Hertfordshire (Eng-
land) farmhand who went to the
coppers to complain that a male
ballet dancer had ousted him from
a poultry farmer's affections. The
unsympathetic judge gave him 18
months, gave the farmer two years,
and two years probation for the
dancer ....

There was the pained outcry of
Mr. Justice Elwes of Durham Assizes
over a 17-yr.-old boy who hanqed
himself in jail after beinq held with-
out bail a month on a charge of sex
with a younqer boy. "In a decent
world, an adolescent would not be
persecuted as a criminal arising out
of a sexual offense. He would be
handed over to some intelliqent
sympathetic persons who could help
him outof his difficulties." '"

There was the vicar of Pately
Bridge, Yorks, pleadinq guilty to ex-
changing "obscene" fotos and let-
ters with servicemen in a Pen Pal
club. Letters like: "I like hearing
from men with the same interests as
myself. I am a confirmed bachelor
and enjoy the company of my own
sex in every way .... The local lads
at night used to come around and

on~l

tuck me in bed. I am 5 ft. 8 in. in
height, my chest is 40 and I have big
biceps. I live on my own and I am
interested in music and photogra-
phy, especially physique photogra-
phy. I also collect physique photo-
graphs. I hope I have not bored you.
Write as you wish obout anything
you like. Everything is private here."
After some bellycrawling l-dldn'r-
know-what-I-was-saying talk, the
vicar was discharged conditionally
for 12 months ....

COME AGAIN?

A wee while back, an LA Times
want ad asked for "College grad to
share my 1 bdrm. furn. apt. Straight
only." Eh? ...

Herb Caen reports another:
"Young man about to be married
seeks older married man to dis-
suade him from the idea." ...

Dorothy Kilgallen sez a top flicker
star was described in a syndicated
yarn as being of "Swish-Welsh an-
cestry." Studio in a tiff. Dotty ex-
plained the writer meant Swiss ....

Looking like a cow can be un-
fortunate. If you happen to be a
bull, living in England, it can be
downright hazardous. Weekend
farmer Wm. Titcumb had a prize
bull, whose head shape failed to
conform to govt. standards-for
bulls, that is. Gentle, and delicately
shaped, the bull's head looked too
cowlike for hardhearted govt. in-
spectors, who ordered him promptly
destroyed! Wouldn't relent even
when Titcumbs and their pretty bull
appeared on TV to appeal for help.
They're hoping the govt. will settle
for exile, looking for obuver in Ire-
land or America, where regulations
about approved shapes for bull's
heads might be less strict ....

See where after "Some Like It
Hot," Tony Curtis got 30 fanmail
proposals of marriage-from men.

At recent National Barber show,
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wig-maker Diana Tessler revealed
there's a market for chest falsies for
men who hate to be caught hairless
on the beach. Someone suggested
she make up a chest toupee as a
gag. She said she had plenty cus-
tomers al ready-and they looked
for reql ....

An English doctor sez cancer
more common among bald men,
suggests that hormones wh ich
cause hair growth may affect
cancer ....

Leonard Cohen reported in NY
Post seeing surrealist Salvador Dali
ogling the physiques of a group of
basketballers in a TV studio, say-
ing, "They have such beautiful
bodies. Why do they cover them up
with those ugly uniforms?" Told
that colored uniforms help players
recognize respective teams, Salva-
dor recommended applying paint
directly to their birthday suits as
cheaper and more aesthetic. ...

Kiplingers' recently expressed re-
lief that with all their faults, men at
least don't kiss when they meet on
the street .... Shame, tho .... Czeck
paper Zmedelske Noviny said Rus-
sia's Mikoyan won his "terrific"
American popularity in Hollywood
by kissing "top actress" (sic) Jerry
Lewis ....

According to the gutter-bumping
Melbourne Truth, "The number of
men with squeaky voices on those
socialite beaches on the Mornington
Peninsula these weekends have to
be heard to be believed. The fellow
at Portsea last Sunday wearing
primrose trunks, eye shadow and
false lashes was too, too " ...

Some of the beafcake-nudie foto
studios have gone educational. Cus-
tomers, or "dear collectors," are
told that pics will be available only
to leg it art, fotog or anatomy stu-
dents or teachers. In case any col-
lectors feel they can't honestly sign
a statement so describing them-

selves, they can get legit by taking
a $20 correspondence class, sup-
plied by the studio, to make them
art students, so they can keep on
collecting ....

Columnist Hal Boyle sez Ameri-
can males spend 8 million more a
year than females dousing them-
selves with sweet scents ....

AP wirefoto while back shows 2
male-type Navy divers in Arctic, all
rubbered up in fancy new diving
gear, identified as men from the ice-
breaker, USS Burton Island. Caption:
"Couple of Arctic Mermaids." Well,
they did look kinda cute, but noth-
ing like fish ....

REAL BUTCH, MAN

Then there was all this jazz about
iuvenile delinquency. Everybody
had their sayso, including the bit
that most all crime stems from sex
repression (so if we stop repressing
the homosexual and pederastic in-
stincts, ipso facto, no more juvenile
delinquency). Plus a lot of hot air by
and about beatn iks-having trou-
ble enuf [ust holding on to their
pads .... Sumtotal of all this breeze
wouldn't be worth casting to the
swine ....

Also some cute talk about alco-
holics, like the SC School of Biz prof
studying if alcoholism comes from
vitamin shortage, or the SFrisco
gynecologist who said skinny,
bushy haired people were potential
alkys ....

1959 had a lot of advise for the
American male, who by general
consent had about lost his last shred
of masculinity. Playwright Wm.
Inge asks why nobody seems to care
what women are losing. "Can it be
that we have become so ac-
customed to the unfeminine woman
that we feel no concern? Or that our
ideal for woman is not feminine?"

The chorus went on deprecating
the male. In TRUE, Dr. I. H. Harris
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said tattooing is not the sign of a
real butch male, but of a homo-
sexual. And NYC's hat industry in-
sidiously imported a "noted Dallas
psychologist" to deliver the chilling
oraculation that hatless males are
all homosexual, whether they know
it or not. The hat, sez the "noted"
Dr. Mayer, is a symbol of mascu-
linity, and the "man who volun-
tarily abandons that symbol is tell-
ing all who want to see, that, in ef-
fect, he doesn't want to be a man."

Kings wear crowns he sez, but so
do queens, Mac ....

"The Greeks had a word for it.
Anandros. Effeminate. When I see a
hatless man, I instinctively wonder
whether he is anondros. Too often,
he is."

Gosh, girls, don't forget to wear
your hats! You wouldn't want any-
one to think ....

Two recent English cases, an in-
fant and a man, suggest male-
female distinctions may be far more
intricate than supposed. UP Science
Editor Delos Smith reports at least
6 determinants of human sex: ge-
netic sex, gonadal sex, anatomical
sex, hormonal sex, social sex, psy-
chological sex-and not always
all in balance. Scientists recently
thought they could establish "true"
sex by the X or Y (female or male)
chromosomes found in skin cells,
but this Englishman, already an ob-
vious mixling, turned up with wildly
mixed cells, male, female and in-
determ inate-the first such re-
corded case, except for insects and
the like. A study in Canada showed
at least one male in every 400 ge-
netically female, tho no verse-
visas ....

And the Duke U. research that
showed over half of a group of
couples aged 60-91 still sexually
active! Particularly those in lower
socio-economic levels. One man
right up to age 91.

••
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a new sort of publication ...

HOMOPHILE STUDIES puts
the study of homosexuality into
a serious, unbiased context,
Its pages explore all sides of the
question, seeking relationships
and meaning, critically examin-
ing the history and the litera-
ture, the science and the "pseu-
do-science. "
We can't promise easy reading,
but we can promise stimulating
reading for those hoping to find
out what homosexuality really
is and how it fits into the
scheme of things,

SEND ONE DOLLAR TODAY
FOR A SAMPLE COPY

Subscription: $3.50 in North
America-$4 elsewhere.

Address care of

ONE, Inc., 232 S. Hill St.,
Los Angeles 12, Calif.

TIOJr *
BY J. LORNA STRAYER

Leisurely and deliberately, Tom dressed in a pair of patched denims, a baggy
sweat shirt and his once-white buckskins with run-down heels. There was no
use in putting on anything good, he thought. If they roughed him up a bit,
at least he would be dressed for it.

He waited as long as he could before going downstairs. His mother sat at
the phone and watched him as he slipped into his jacket. "Just a minute, Helen,"
she said and placed her hand over the mouthpiece. "Tommie, why on earth are
you wearing the oldest rags you own?"

"There's nothing wrong with what I have on," he protested. "I'm clean."
"I wonder," she said. "Now, mind. Stay out of trouble and get in at a decent

hour."
Tom was at the door when he heard his father's voice. "Did you hear what

she said?"
"What do you think I am? Deaf?" Tom answered and jumped from the porch

into the night. He smiled bitterly to himself for it gave him a pain in his .
to think how hard they simultaneously kept pushing and pulling. The irony was
that as long as he was with people of whom they approved there was no
criticism.

"Be careful of your associates," they warned, then in the same breath encour-
aged him to run around with guys like Larry Mardis and Greg Brogen. Tom
knew why. Because Larry's dad was a county commissioner and Greg's an
assistant district attorney. "You never know when you might want a favor thrown
your way," Tom's father said. "They're the kind of boys to have as friends."

"Favors, hell," Tom said to himself. His father was a county detective with
aspirations of becoming sheriff. Tom knew who was thinking of favors.

Heading for Angie's Place, he tried to fight down the excitement and dread
that struggled for predominance within him. There had been two days to decide.
The day he was asked, Tom wasn't sure what they meant.

"J enkins! Hey! Boy!" They stopped him with their calls. The group was
there--Larry Mardis, Greg Brogen, Handley and Leffler. They were The Samplers.
They were a club and he, as he didn't belong, was an outsider.

"We just had a vote," Greg said. "You're in."
Tom felt his heart change gears and pick up speed. "In what?" he asked,

pretending that he didn't know.
"The Samplers. Unless you don't want to join," Larry said.
"Of course I do," Tom said, knowing to decline would be to ostrasize himself

forever .
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"You know it means a rough initiation," Larry told him.
"That's OK by me."
"You know what our name means?" Leffler asked.
"N ot exactly."
"The Samplers sample life. A taste of everthing. All kinds of experiences,"

Greg answered. "You still interested?"
"Why not," Tom tried to say casually, sensing the excitement of the forbidden.
"Initiation will be in the back room at Angie's Place on Thursday night. Nine

o'clock," Larry said.
"I'll be there," Tom promised.
Tom knew that the initiation wouldn't be easy, but he was sure he could take

whatever they might think up for him.
They were playing the pinball machine at Angie's when he went in. Each took

his cap off and put it on backwards. Tom said, "Hi," but no one answered. He
saw Larry go over to Angie and whisper something. Angie nodded his head.
Larry started for the back room motioning for the others to follow.

"Handley, you be the first look-out," Larry ordered and Handley silently took
his station at the door.

Tom had the eerie feeling of being trapped as all eyes stared at him.
"Take them off," Greg ordered.
"What for?"
"Don't ask questions. Do as you're told," Larry snapped.
Tom unfastened his belt and stepped out of his denims. He held his breath as

they moved towards him. He tried to choke back his rising feelings. "You guys
are nuts," he managed to say.

"We warned you about a stiff initiation," Greg said.
"Come on, Jenkins, play it through," Leffler said.
Later, they patted him on the back, gave him a shot of whiskey and told him

he was a Sampler. Tom tried to match their joviality but couldn't rise above the
sickness within him.

Instead of going home he went to the river, sat along the bank and stared into
the liquid darkness. It was only when he became cold that he looked at his watch
and saw it was nearly two o'clock. .

His parents were waiting. "Please don't bawl me out," he pleaded. "I know
it's late."

"You deliberately stay out till two o'clock and we're not supposed to bawl you
out," his father snapped.

"Tommie, where on earth were you? What were you doing?" his mother asked.
"I was initiated into a club."
"What club?" his father asked.
"A club that Larry Mardis and Greg Brogen have."
His father chuckled good naturedly. "Well, why didn't you say so. Something

like that is kind of special."
"You should have told us," his mother said.
"I couldn't. Not before initiation."
"Well, get on to bed," his father said. "I'm glad you're in with young Mardis

and Brogen. You never know when you might need a favor. Their fathers have
some influence in this county."

Tom went upstairs and undressed in the dark. God damn them, he thought.
God damn all of them.
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TOWARD UNDERSTANDING
"l

'.'

The purpose of this col-
umn is to create a better
understanding of homo-
sexual problems through
the psychiatric viewpoint.

BLANCHE M. BAKER
M.D., PH.D.

Dear Mr. Lambert:
I was recently introduced to your

Magazine and have found within its
pages a wealth of hope and under-
standing.

Last year a few weeks before my
22nd birthday I was fated to receive
one of the greatest shocks and disap-
pointments of my life. Fred, whom I
had grown up with and loved with a
passion too deep to describe, an-
nounced his marriage to a very good
friend of mine.

I was attending school in a .large
city at the time and it wasn't long be-
fore the effects of this disappointment

began to show in my class work. I was
so disturbed that I found it impossible
to keep my mind on my studies. So at
the end of that semester I left school
and joined the Army.

I know now that that was a mistake,
but at the time it seemed the only
thing to do. It's been almost a year
now and I feel that I have recovered.

It's quite unusual for me to pour
out my soul to anyone and especially
a stranger. But I feel after reading
some of your material that you are a
person of tremendous insight and that
you will understand when I say that
my grave experience has left a hollow
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spot in my heart that is filled with
loneliness.

I know that somewhere in this
world there are others who have ex-
perienced like tragedies and they too
need someone. For I want to be loved,
but most of all I want to love.

I have enclosed a money order not
as payment for any assistance you
might give, but simply because I can't
think of a better cause to which to
contribute.

Anxiously awaiting your reply.
Sincerely,

C.L.M.

Dear C.L.M.:

Your provocative letter to William
Lambert was referred to me for a
more detailed reply in :my column,
since our editor felt that it was timely
and deserving of wider cirCUlationfor
it deals with a subject which may be
very helpful to many others in similar
circumstances. I heartily agree with
you that Bill Lambert is an unusually
understanding person, of tremendous
insight. I consider it a real privilege
to be associated with hi:m and the
longer I know him the more I ap-
preciate the breadth of his vision and
his courageous and diplomatic leader-
ship in ONE, Inc. I believe that he has
already acknowledged your letter and
thanked you for your generous gift.

We appreciate the serious problem
confronting you as a ho:mosexual in
the Armed Services, and can offer
some suggestions that may be of help
to you and others in dealing with the
situation.

When a love affair breaks up, the
self-destructive impulses tnay often
push one into a dangerous situation.
You could have had serious difficulty
by joining the Army so hastily. It is
good to know that you have calmed
down and so far avoided trouble for
you were very vulnerable to a rebound
affair which in the Armed Forces

makes you liable to a dishonorable
discharge if you were apprehended.
As a matter of fact, due to present
shortsighted policies, Uncle Sam does
not want homophiles in his service.
Homophile organizations consider
these policies discriminatory-but
they do exist, and can seriously hurt
the unwary individual. Adequate pro-
visions are made to avoid such dan-
gers by providing the means whereby
people with such tendencies may
be exempt from military duty. How-
ever, many do not know how to make
use of the provisions or fail to use
them because of fear. I know of one
sad case of a handsome corpsman in
the Navy who was trying desperately
hard to avoid difficulties when some
queen he had spurned, reported him
for "lingering too long" over the
dressing of a patients leg, and al-
though no overt act had been commit-
ted, the corpsman received a blue
discharge. Subsequently, he found dif-
ficulty in obtaining satisfactory em-
ployment and had to accept menial
jobs. Finally, he changed his name
and secured ministerial training where
he is converting his rough experiences
into understanding guidance of many
who have been "down and out."

To begin with, every candidate for
induction who has homophile tenden-
cies and does not wish to run the risk
of discrimination, scandal or public
dismissal from the Armed Services,
should check the box concerning
homosexual tendencies in his original,
medical history. Many fail to do this
because of fear. It should be recog-
nized that there is no one way ofposi-
tively identifying a homosexual unless
he is willing to admit it or is "caught
in the act." Many fear that their ad-
mission will not be kept confidential.
It has been my experience, in working
with veterans, hospitals, and with
draft boards, that official documents
are kept strictly confidential in the
Armed Services though some say this
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is not always so. When a candidate
for induction appears at his draft
board for examination, he should hon-
estly admit his homophile tendencies.
Then when he has an interview with
the psychiatrist, he can give his his-
tory in more detail. Usually, this is
enough, but to be on the safe side, it
is well for him to have a letter with
him from a private psychiatrist. I have
written many such letters in which' I
state that I have taken a careful his-
tory and have made an examination
which verifies the fact that the person
concerned has such homosexual ten-
dencies that it renders him unsuitable
under existing regulations for military
service. In only one case did I have
any difficulty. The candidate occupied
such a prominent place in the commu-
nity that I was extremely cautious in
describing his condition and simply
stated that he had such feminine com-
ponents in his personality that I felt he
was unsuited for military service. He
was examined by an old Army doctor,
a veteran of the Spanish American
War who did not understand homo-
sexuality, missed the meaning of my
vague reference to "feminine com-
ponents," said the tall, handsome
draftee did not look like a homosexual
and that he was a draft dodger who
had had some quack doctor write the
letter. I wrote a second letter stating
my qualifications, more specifically
giving the candidate's history with
more details and stating emphatically
that he had been a homosexual from
his early teens. Furthermore, I sug-
gested to the candidate that he transfer
his draft registration from his home
town to a more sophisticated metro-
politan area near his present work.
The transfer was made and despite the
fact that the date for his induction had
been set, it was postponed and when he
reported to his new draft board the
psychiatrist met him with my confi-
dential letter in his hand. He apolo-
gized for the way the young man had

be'bn treated and stated that he had
seldom received a doctor's report so
completely satisfying in giving an ac-
count of the situation. The candidate
was placed in deferment status, much
to his relief, and that of his partner.

Since you apparently enlisted in the
Army and have some time to serve,
you will have to serve out the period
of your enlistment, using great dis-
cretion in the way you conduct your-
self, avoiding compromising situations
around the base and in small towns.
In this way, if you maintain your good
conduct record, you will be entitled
to a full, honorable discharge with all
the rights and privileges entailed.
Then too, if you simply cannot endure
the present situation, you should seek
guidance from the chaplain, or a trust-
worthy psychiatrist. Each branch of
the Armed Services provides for a dis-
charge for homosexuals and if the
candidate has a good record and his
case is skillfully handled, he may re-
ceive a satisfactory "General" dis-
charge or even "Honorable." He has
to be careful or he will receive a less
desirable discharge, usually "Unde-
sirable." But if he gets into difficulties
he may receive a "Bad Conduct" or
even "Dishonorable," with great loss
of privileges. I am happy to report one
case in the Air Force who secured a
satisfactory discharge with the help of '
a sympathetic psychiatrist. The young
man had been a former patient of
mine, so gave me permission to release
information to the office of special in-
vestigation. I was interviewed by two
officers from this office who were
deeply interested in the problems of
the homosexuals and their report
cleared the way for his release from
the Air Force so that he could return
to highly satisfactory civilian employ-
ment. I sincerely hope that you will
be guided to a satisfactory solution
of your problem.

With all good wishes,
Dr. Blanche M. Baker
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ADVICE AND CONSENT by AI.

Ien Drury, Doubleday, $5.95,
619 pp.

Advise and Consent by Allen Drury,
a fascinating novel that deals with
Washington politics, is actually a novel
within a novel.

For although the main plot deals'
with the Senate's decision to 'advise
or consent' or reject a Presidential
nomination and the ramifications, con-
flicts, triumphs, ambitions, frustra-
tions and tragedies that ripple through
the course of their debates, the human
story of Senator Brigham Anderson's
book forms the subplot and core, a
novel in itself, of the book. The ex-
ploitation of the senator's homosexual
past by political parties who pressure
him, by using his integrity as a lever
that inadvertently becomes a hand
grenade, merely ties subplot to plot.

The treatment of this section is a
masterpiece in its own right. With re-
markable insight Mr. Drury has
sketched the picture of a public figure
and brilliant statesman, an intelligent
homosexual who has deliberately re-
pressed his deviation and come to
terms with himself. With the subtlety
of a Chinese line drawing a sort of
word picture emerges of the poignant
and tender love affair in the senator's
youth during the war. The subsequent
silent embittered conflict between the
weakness and the strength of his char-
acter which, to quote the book, to-
gether bring him down, the painful
holding together of a doomed mar-
riage through a troubled child, the
wife's desperate groping to reach him
in his detachment, his terrifying vul-
nerability when the house of cards
collapses are treted with meticulous
delicacy and skill.

There is nothing coarse, vulgar or

erotic-the word sex is never men-
tioned-yet the almost, but not quite,
complete repression of the homosexual
tendency of Brigham Anderson is
there, pulsing through the masterfully
written pages.

There is no moralizing or discus-
sion of homosexuality as such. Yet
the moral and the commentary are
palpable in the inuendo when tragedy
strikes and subplot ties up with plot.
The senators who are his intimate
friends accept his weakness when
faced with his integrity (to disclose
exactly how would destroy the expert-
ly conceived focal point of the tie-up),
ability, self-respect, justice, decency,
moral courage and honesty.

It is the triumph of these qualities
over the man's sexual deviation that
make Brigham Anderson the most
complex and the most important liter-
ary character in today's fiction. It is
the acknowledgement of this triumph
that gives this section an almost
Biblical stature.

To elaborate on the many points of
the novel as a whole with fairness-
the absorbing study of backstage
Washington; the sheer artistry of the
verbal duels in the Senate debates
with their points and counterpoints,
feints, parries, thrusts; the razor-
sharp strategies; the finesse of the
political manoeveres; the sparkling
swordplay of the dialogues; the char-
acter sketches ranging from the flesh-
tinted leads, Bob Munson, Seab
Cooley, Orrin Knox, the President,
and, of course, Brigham Anderson, to
the delicate caricatures and the cruel
lampoons; the construction which
rises in a multiple series of triangles
in best Greek-dramatic-structure tra-
dition to the diamond-point climax-
requires ony superlatives.

There are two near faults: Mr.
Drury's tendency to chauvinism and
the length of the book (619 pages) .

Nevertheless, Advise and Consent
has recently hit the 'best seller' list in
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New York. Since this novel is caviar
for the intelligentsia, as long as there
is an intelligentsia in the U.S.A. it is
likely to stay there.

L. de N.

THE JEWEL IN THE LOrUS,
by Allen Edwardes; Julian
Press, $6.50.

Dr. Albert Ellis introduces the text:
"It is virtually the only work in Eng-
lish which systematically describes
and analyzes the sex customs and ideas
prevalent in the East ... in pre-twen-
tieth century times."

The naughty atmosphere of Boccac-
cio's fictional DECAMERON with ac-
tual seasonings from (the unexpur-
gated) ARABIAN NIGHTS provides
frankly told entertainment well worth
the book's price. The breezy fetching
style of telling adheres to everyday
speech but broadens the vocabulary
at times. Do you wonder where we get
our vulgar use of "prick"? Male ef-
feminates and dancing girls sing:
My coynte have I subjected, without
shame, to the prickles of more than
I can name.

Its impressive contents include sec-
tions on GENITALIA; CIRCUM-
CISION; AUTOEROTISM (demon-
kind, masturba tion) ; FE MAL E
PROSTITUTION; EUNUCHISM
(bondage, emasculation); SEXUAL
PERVERSIONS (sodomy, pederasty,
sapphism, bestiality) . The whole book

presents knowledge about both hetero-
sexual and homosexual tastes; the
knowledge presented about hetero-
sexuals will astound homosexuals
more than what heterosexuals reput-
edly censor homosexuals for doing!

The anecdotes may be fairy tales,
but, Oh! what tales. Poetry lovers may
expect no hom'S barred! The Hindoo
may predict: Long penis, poverty;
thick penis, sadness. The Persian
sings: Every round thing is not a wal-
nut, and every long thing a banana
is not. In Cairo street urchins sing:
Short and thick is never quick, short
and thin has little in; Long and thick
well knows the trick. Buy the book and
read the ones we dare not quote, as
for example the sodomist's.motto.

The book bristles with revelations:
some of the pure-bred Eastern races
have no inherent germ of inversion
while mixed breeds possess innate pro-
pensities. Moses outlawed sodomy
(among other popular forms of devia-
tion) not for moral reasons only but
to increase the ranks in number
against the enemies. Former devia-
tions which were hallowed conse-
quently came to bear the stigma of
unnatural and sinful love.

A brief excellent summing up: the
question of European morality lies not
in the judgment of any Western indi-
vidual; it lies in Oriental history.

Never will a reader gain so much
information with so much entertain-
ment!

Neill D. Summers
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UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES DO THE EDITORS
FORWARD LETTERSFROM READERSTO OTHER·

PERSONSNOR DO THEY ANSWER CORRE-
SPONDENCE MAKING SUCH REQUESTS.

BRICKBATS & BOUQUETS

Gentlemen:

I would like to toke this opportunity to
register my protest to the story "Joel Beck"
(November, 1959). I feel that it is an excellent
piece of writing, but definitely not the type
of story to appear in a magazine such as ONE.

In your fight with the Supreme Court I was
all for you, because I felt you were right,
however, I could not do so if you go to court
with this one. If you are lucky enough to get
out of this one gracefully, I can only hope
that you will use more careful judgment in
the future.

Miss M.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Dear Friends:

Let's have more stories like "Joel Beck."
Thanks for publishing it. I hope we can have
more of the same.

Mr. W.
Ogden, Utah

Dear ONE:

I was especially interested in your review
(October, 1959) of the "Swedish" film dealing
with homosexuality, "The Third' Sex." It
sounded very much like the German film of
the same name which I saw. Your reviewer
omitted pointing out how the young girl was
a refugee from the Russian-occupied zone of
East Sweden, but of course politics may bore
him and of course he recalls only vaguely
the recent war against the Swedish Fuhrer,
Adolf Hitler!

Noel I. Garde
New York, N. Y.

Dear Mr. Slater:

I wish to take exception to "Joel Beck."
The explicit descriptions of eroticism do not
belong in the publications of a Corporation
whose aim is "to promote the integration into
society of such persons whose behavior and
inclinations vary from current moral and' social
standards."

If you feel that it is necessary to lower your
standards to this nadir in order to attract sub-
scribers, . then, let's face it, fellows: It just
isn't worth the trouble.

Except for the story whose writing was
vulgar, quite unnecessary and downriqht of-
fensive, the issue was an exciting one. Dal
Mcintire's "Campaign That Deviated" was a
superb piece of reporting. If it hadn't been
for the story I was going to order a few extra
copies.

Mr. K.
Chicago, III.

Dear Don:

I think "Joel Beck" is one of the finest
literary achievements that ONE has had to
offer in a long time. I can't say I really en-
joyed the story for any other reason than this.
I can't think of anything less interesting than
the male penis, unless it would be potatoes
au gratin, or spinach souffle.

Miss Dawn Frederic
Los Angeles, Calif.

Dear Sirs:

Your art work, covers, spots, etc. are abor-
tions. With all the art work available-copies
from old masters' line drawings such as Dares
work in public domain, it is insupportable
that you use E. E.'s outrages. Please, even
Quaintance is better. Enclose some tangible
encouragement.

Mr.A.
Troy, N. Y.

Dear Sirs:

I was reading ONE abroad, long before I
became an American resident. As a non-citizen
I am not allowed to give my name to your
organization, but every month I get the Maga-
zine at the newsstand. I am glad you got rid
of "The Feminine Viewpoint." A homosexual
magazine of "togetherness" is something we
Europeans could never understand.

Mr. G.
New York, N. Y.

Enclosed find a small gift that may help
our cause. Keep up the good work. I look
forward to receiving ONE, and it has done
me a lot of good.

Mr.A.
East Millsboro, Pa.
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Oear Mr. Lambert:
The (June, 1959) issue had some particu-

larly pithy letters. B.W.J.'s letter in Dr.
Baker's column wos excellent, as was also
the one from the young man who is striving
"to learn to live with himself." The accept-
ance of Reality of self seems to be the hardest
job for the homophile. It seems that the
normalcy of being the imago Dei in each in-
dividual, and respecting that Image in others
is a rude lesson to have to face. I spend a
great deal of time attempting to open the
eyes of those who come to us to this theolo-
gical truth. Reading of a young man who has
found this truth by himself is heartening.
Dr. E. (of Michigan) also brought to the fore
a point too often neglected-rebellion be-
cause of suppression. This is an "adage" of
Thomistic Psychology, one so apparent that it
is left unnoticed.

One of these days some jottings will be
sent you for consideration. The Church isn't
blind to the problems facing the homophile
in society, or in his relationship with God-
ar his life within the framework of the Sacra-
ments, for that matter. The real problem is
that so many of the clergy have their "frame
of reference" solely within a subjective frame
that they find difficulty in understanding the
lives of those who seemingly are confra
mindum.

Rev. D.
St. --'s Priory, Mich.

LESBIANS, BISEXUALS & OTHERS

Dear ONE's:
I received my first issue yesterday and loved

it. I must confess that I am beside myself in
my desire to know more 'about Del Martin and
her "Daughters of Bilitis," (August, 1959).
She certainly must be a dear.

Please tell me how I can subscribe to any
publications issued by Miss Martin and her
group. I am not one bit sorry for being gay,
only sorry that I was not born female, which
I am sure you will agree would make my
extreme desire for Lesbian companionship
much easier to acquire.

Mr.A.
Fori Wayne, Ind.

Dear Bill -Lambert:

Thanks for the subscription prospect. I see
we still need to make ourselves clearer on this
subject of male ccrrespondenrst-Oh, well. But
please note in future reference to THE LAD-
DERthat our subscriptions are $4.50 per year
now.

Miss Del Martin
San Francisco, Calif.

Dear Friends:
I like your Magazine, but every issue seems

like each other issue to me. It's quite adequate
for its purpose, I'm sure, but a little too clini-
cal for reading every month.

I am more bisexual than homo myself,
enjoying sex play with other males just as
much as with females. However, I would
probably be more accurately described as a
transvestite. Sometimes I can hardly wait to
get home in the evenings, so I can change into
my feminine clothing. As you may understand,
this makes me quite a lonely person.

Mr. R.
Wayne, Pa.

Dear ONE:
I have generated' an interest in men who

dress as females. Perhaps I should add that
this interest is purely academic. Why not do
an article on female impersonators? For in-
stance, Finocchio's in San Francisco has a
floor-show consisting only of female im-
personators. Also, the jokes and acts are very
gay in nature. Yet, very few gay people at-
tend. Rather, the place is a hangout for
"straight" tourists. I understand that years
ago such places were completely gay. Why
has the gay crowd stopped attending? Why
the lack of interest? .

In addition, what about the impersonators
themselves? Are they gay? More important,
do they consider themselves gay? How do
How do they feel about their prcfesstonvWhy
tbey live and what outside pressures exist?
did they start in this type of a career? What
are the job opportunities in the field?

Some of these questions may seem some-
what silly, yet I think the answers would be
interesting. There are a couple of real old-
timers in the current show who could un-
doubtedly give some very interesting historical
background. Also, there are some young peo-
ple, indicating that an interest in this type of
work exists among them too.

Mr. B.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Dear Sirs:
Dr. Blanche Baker's column which con-

cerned the bisexual male (November, 1959)
was excellent! "Toward Understanding" has
helped me a great deal with my problems. I
am young, and' in the process of "finding
myself," because I have been quite confused
about my homosexual characteristics. Your
Magazine has not only brought to my reali-
zation that I have a chance for a normal life,
but also removed guilt from my mind. Thank
you very much.

Mr.M.
Chester, Pa.
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